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0 1 2 3 4 5
State?Medicaid?Funding 100.0 90.0 87.8 87.3 87.2 87.2
Provider?Tax?Revenue 22.2 22.2 19.9 19.4 19.3 19.3
Other?State?Funding 77.8 67.8 67.8 67.8 67.8 67.8







































Output?(million?$) 28.7 20.3 49.0
Employment?(jobs) 358 162 520
Employee?Compensation?(million?$) 16.5 5.6 22.1
Sales?&?PI?Taxes?(million?$) ?? ?? 1.8
Note:?Output,?Employment?Compensation,?and?Tax?impacts?are?in?2017?$.
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Figure?3:?Economic?Impact?Summary:?West?Virginia?GDP?
?? ?
?
This?loss?in?federal?Medicaid?spending?is?directly?associated?with?an?estimated?loss?of?358?jobs?in?the?
state.?The?jobs?are?in?the?health?care?industry.?The?total?economic?impact?discussed?above?is?associated?
with?an?estimated?520?jobs?lost?altogether.?The?additional?job?losses?that?occurs?will?be?widely?
distributed?across?industries?in?the?state.?In?terms?of?indirect?job?losses,?for?example,?the?losses?could?
occur?in?manufacturing,?for?supplier?firms,?or?in?professional?and?business?services,?in?response?to?the?
loss?demand?for?such?services.?In?terms?of?the?induced?job?losses,?these?will?be?spread?across?virtually?
every?sector?that?caters?to?local?demand,?such?as?retail?or?eating?and?drinking?establishments.?These?520?
jobs?correspond?with?a?loss?of?over?$22?million?in?employee?compensation.?Lastly,?we?estimate?that?
these?losses?in?output?and?employment?will?result?in?a?loss?of?$1.8?million?in?state?sales?and?personal?
income?tax?revenue,?offsetting?a?portion?of?the?initial?$10?million?spending?reduction.?
It?should?be?noted?that,?even?with?the?hypothetical?loss?in?Medicaid?spending,?the?same?patients?will?still?
ultimately?need?treatment.?As?such,?they?could?ultimately?face?longer?wait?times?and?reductions?in?the?
quality?of?care.?Impacts?associated?with?these?concerns?are?beyond?the?scope?of?this?report.??
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About?the?Bureau?of?Business?and?Economic?Research?
Since?the?1940s,?the?BBER’s?mission?has?been?to?serve?the?people?of?West?Virginia?by?providing?the?
state’s?business?and?policymaking?communities?with?reliable?data?and?rigorous?applied?economic?
research?and?analysis?that?enables?the?state’s?leaders?to?design?better?business?practices?and?public?
policies.?BBER?research?is?disseminated?through?policy?reports?and?briefs,?through?large?public?forums,?
and?through?traditional?academic?outlets.?BBER?researchers?are?widely?quoted?for?their?insightful?
research?in?state?and?regional?news?media.?The?BBER’s?research?and?education/outreach?efforts?to?
public??and?private?sector?leaders?are?typically?sponsored?by?various?government?and?private?sector?
organizations.?
The?BBER?has?research?expertise?in?the?areas?of?public?policy,?health?economics,?energy?economics,?
economic?development,?economic?impact?analysis,?economic?forecasting,?tourism?and?leisure?
economics,?and?education?policy,?among?others.?The?BBER?has?a?full?time?staff?of?three?PhD?economists?
and?one?master’s?level?economist.?This?staff?is?augmented?by?PhD?student?research?assistants.?The?BBER?
also?collaborates?with?affiliated?faculty?from?within?the?College?of?Business?and?Economics?as?well?as?
from?other?parts?of?WVU.?
To?learn?more?about?our?research,?please?visit?our?website?at?http://www.be.wvu.edu/bber.?
